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SUMMARY,.,  ..  · 
TQis  Communication of the  Commission outlines  the general  orientation for 'international 
science cooperation· policies for the years to come. The ._last  Communication on this  ~ubject 
was issued in 1990. Since that tirrie important developments have taken place., These include: -
.  .  .  '  .  .  .  .  ' 
*the. Community's new framew~rk established with the Treaty on Europe~  Union, 
... * the developments in international_ relations, and  · .  . .-<.  ·  .  .  .  .  .  · 
*.the changing conditions of research ·policies .in the international context 
The  rapid  geo-political  chan.ges  of the  past can. be  summarized  by. the disappearance. of .. 
. previous  divisions  characterized  by  the  collapse  of _communism  and  the.  rapid  industrial 
emergence  of several  developing  countries  .. In  this · situation,  the  EU  has  an  increased 
responsibility to ensure a stable environment in a  wider Europe. Science cooperation, in this 
respect, is one important element. It will, in particular, help upgrade the economic potential 
for the  m.u~al benefit· of all  partne~s.  ·  · 
The decentralisation of  research activities is facilitated by the new technologies, and increases· 
·.the  possibility of,meaningfui long  distance  cooperation.  With the trade liberalisation, 'the . 
pressure for competitiveness is growing. Europeans fear losses towards low wage economies 
which could have severe consequences for employment. Emerging markets, on the other hand, 
offer new opportunities. Tlius,  the  key task for· future  policies in internationaJ ·  RTD'·. is to  · 
establish a  beneficial balance between cooperatioq and. competition. Wofldwide cooperation 
in S&T, sharing risks and efforts, is also.necessary to.m:eet the great challenges of the 21st 
·century. 
. .. 
The  overall  goals  and  principles,  the  European  Union  should  pursue  m  'international 
. cooperation in. science and technological development are: 
* 
* 
'* 
* 
* 
-.  stJrengtben Emropean competitiveness and develop tecbnoDogies for future markets 
·_develop partnership in S&T with the neighbours of the EU .  - · 
share responsibility and conduct RTD on major problem's of the 21 century 
promote RTD to foster sustainable economic. growth .for developing.  countries 
share S&T information and  c~ntribute to large scale and-frontier science imd 
technology 
These goals are to be achieved by following complementary_approachesfor RTD cooperation: 
- a globaB  approach for individual FP participation to advance the EU's competitiveness 
- a regiom1l approach as means for targeted it:nprovements 'in S&T in selected· regions, 
:- a  biBaferal approach to shape science and technology relations with particular countries, 
- a multHateral approach for Community science and techn"Ology endeavour at world level. 
·1 c These approaches -are strengtheried'by:. coherence and· complementar.i ty with other EU  policies~._ 
an increased coordination with Member States and: 
a, close. monitoring and evaluation. ofthe evolution of the success ofthese approaches. 
There will be. particular_ emphasis on short and medium term actions: 
l. Increasing industrial involvement in international science and technology cooperation. 
2. Strengthening. the external' dimension in RTD- policy 
J.  Promoting cooperation in· globaL initiatives 
4',  Responding· to: needs· of::leasLad\lanced' countries, 
5. Strengthening the. role :ofthe-: Community·  delegations: in tlie international: RTD:cooperation~ 
6:. Using' externaL EU fUnds·· for· RTD' 
7:~ Additional( funding,.-· for. tfie. Medjterranean regiom from· tlie;·revisedAth;  FP~. and; 
&·.;for: G:entrat.ancfEastern• Europe. to: support the  pre~adhesion phase;: as well as to encourage:--
nuclear- safetY.  research;. from~  the· revised· 4th<ffP: andAiie EURATOM FP' resources.: 
,_· · 1. Introduction 
. PERSPECTIVES FOR INTERNATIONA'L COOPERATION 
IN  RESEARCH~  TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The European Union's international' scientific relations have developed considerably in recent 
years as part of  a rapid response to extensive external pressure resulting from major upheavals 
·. affecting its geographical environrrient, ·the ·glohalisation of the economy and the emerging 
infor~1ation society.· 
..  International research and technology cooperation policy  in general, is first and foremost an 
integral part of the Union's research ·and technological' development policy. It must therefo~e 
seek  to  strengthen  the  competitiveness  of the  Eu~opean economy, ·and  its  positiori  in 
interifational trade, and help to create jobs within the Union. To .this end, it rriust play a full  .. 
pad in. supporting  the  ability  of firms  in  the  Union  to  innovate,  strengthen the  Union's  .  .  . 
scientific  and  technical  base  imd.  develop. Europe:an  possibilities  to  monitor technology 
opporttmities· with third countries.  On the  other  hand,. as it is  the_·custom  in cooperation 
policies, it must take full account of the needs and priorities of the cooperating partners. The 
. internatiom11. RTD cooperation policy will therefore.  be conceived. for the mutual benefit of 
both parties.  ·  · 
. As  immediate responses outside the  3rd Framework Ptogrrunme (FP) the  .. European Union 
with  strong  support  of the  European  Parliament had  launched  new ad-hoc .activities
1 ·of 
research  and  technology  cooperation  with  partners  in  Central· and  Ea!:;tern  Europe,  in 
deve-loping countries and in emerging economies~ They altogether were integrated as-a speci fie 
international cooperation programme (INCO) of the 4th.,Frameworl5. Programme. Moreover, 
a  selective ·opening  of other  specific  research  programmes  was  decided
2  and  bilateral 
cooperation  agreements in Science  and  Technology  were  concluded.  At  the  same  time,. 
scientific and technological cooperation developed into an in1Portant fastor within the different' 
instruments  of external  policy.· While  it  is  premature  to  have  a  detailed  stocktaking  of 
cooperation activities,  given that the  activities of the 4th Framework Programme are only 
beginning, there is a need ·to map out a clear and  precise framework for  action in the years 
ahead.  .  .  .  ·  - '  .  · 
Research imd  technological  development investments today are- increasingly exploited in a 
wider  international  <;:ontext.  The. activities  of  international  cooperation  within  the  4th · 
Fra\nework Programme have therefore been extended a_nd diversified. However, the fin·ancial  .  .  . 
resources  for  international  ·cooperation · in  the  4th  Framework  Programme,  have ·been· 
substaritially reduced compared _to previous years
3
• This paradoxa! situation demands strategic 
choice's:  efficient  inanagement,  coherence  and ·complementary  with  other  EU  funds  and 
· increased coordination with the policies of the_ individual Member. -States. 
PECO,  COPERNICUS,  INTAS,  see:  COM  (94) 420 final' 
Partners from  Central and  Eastern  Europe may pm1icipate  in  all specilic programmes of the 4 FP; 
partners  lrori1  other  third  countries  in  lllosc  programmes  or  parts  of programmes  open  for 
_cooperation  according to the  ~ul~s of participation defined  in  Council  Decision 941763/EC,  . 
Central  imd  Eastern  Europe  for  approx:  50%  arid  Developing countri'Cs  for  approx.  one third 
•  •  ,  •  .  '  '  .·  .  .  ,'  I 2.  Changes and challenges 
2.1.  The new international context 
Since the last Commission communication to  the Council on this subject
4
,  the international 
situation has changed considerably with important consequences for the European Unions's 
international  scientific  cooperation  policy.  These  changes  provide  both  challenges  and 
opportunities for the EU's international R&D policies. 
The first change concerns the European continent itself, with the disappearance of the 
Eastern bloc. 
The  countries  of Central  and· Eastern  Europe  and  the  Baltic  states  have  regained  their 
sovereignty  and. have  set  up  democratic  institutions,  while  the  Yugoslav  Federation  has 
disit~tegrated and new independent States have emerged from the former Soviet Union.  Thcs~ 
upheavals have  had  a  major impact on the  European  Union, and  its  scientific cooperation 
policy. 
First of all, because many of the States in question are turning towards the EU. Their trading 
patterns have already been redirected to a large extent from the east to the west.- In order to 
meet the expectations of  the associated countries,the Community has already developed a pre-
accession strategy. Scientific and technical cooperation with the EU is one of the compOt1ents 
of this move towards integration and can operate to the mutual advantage of both parties. 
Secondly, because the scale of the changes in these countries, with a speedy transition from 
a controlled economy to a market economy, has inevitably affected their research potential 
which increasingly is redirected towards the new industrial demands.  · 
Thirdly, the scale of the pollution problems with which they are faced,  with scant resources, 
is gradually becoming clear. These problems may directly affect the European Union, whether 
. as a result of  the pollution of seas, groundwater, rivers or air, or the risks entailed by a certain 
type of nuclear power plants.  ' 
•  The second change concerns the Mediterranean basin. 
The signing of the  peace agreement between Israel and the PLO has  reduced the· risks. of 
military conflict in the Middle East,  but virtually all_the southern and eastern Mediterranean 
countries are  confronted with difficulties.  As  the Essen European Council has established, 
bringing  about peace,  stability  and  prosperity  in  the  Mediterranean  region  is  one  of the 
European Union's first priority. Some of the region's problems have a direct impact on its  . 
inhabitants and their activities, as e.g. waterpollution. The increased aridity in the region has 
contributed to the problems: the lack of water has become urgent and must be addressed by 
enlarged research efforts.  The  Union,  neither can  ignore the  indirect consequences of the 
contradiction between population growth and economic difficulties, in terms of  immig~ation 
pressure. 
4 
Communication from the Commission to the Council "Cooperation in Science and Technology with 
Third Countries" COM (90)256 final,  Brussels,  13  :June  1990 
2 ··It is  in-the interest of the Union to  reinforce its· scientifi_c  cooperation aimed-at helping the 
Southern Mediterranean countries to control their development and thus, albeit modestly, help 
to  stabilize the .region. ·  ·  · 
Third change:  the diversification in ·the Third World 
Recent times have also seen the take-off of new industrial' countries in Asia and the econornic 
revival  of-several Latin American nations.  Most of these  countries are thus in a  situation 
·. c'mracterized by remarkabie industrial and commercial dynamism combined with persistently 
large social, environmental and-health backlogs. 
It has become essential for European industry to get ~nvolved in RTD cooperation with these 
countries. It needs to penetrate these new  markets a~ early as the research and technological 
developrrH~nt stage, and to  this end should seize ail the new opportunities resulting from  the 
opening.;.up  of the  R&D  framework · programn1es  to  involve  these ·countries  in  resem·ch 
partnerships. 
.  .  - ~ 
However, these changes. simply serve to underline the marginalisation of other  Third world 
countries. 
The ecol1omic difficulties, and the malnutrition and drought problems have been compounded 
by the development of new or re-emergi'ng pandemics, Although the situation ori the spot is 
often d-ifficult, targeted scientific cooperation with.these countries is still more necessa~y than· 
ever as these countries have shownthemselves increasingly capable of  using RTD approaches. 
One ·imperative will be to provide for the participation of the least developed countries in the 
emerging  global  information  society,  thus  to  prevent the  risk  of increasing the  gap  to 
advanced economic's.  .  .  ' 
.  I  . 
·.  To sumh1arize the quin!essence of  the international changes: The vanishing of  the communist· 
Eastern  Bloc  and  ·t!Ie ·economic  improvements  of several  developing  countries,  widely 
diversified the -former concept of :Third World', and it  led. to the dissolution of the  world 
division in three  'blocs.· Diversification also  increased within countries:  economically less 
d~veioped  countries  are  setting . up  high  tech  research  facilities  seeking : inter~i.ational . 
cooperation, while still in need of  basic devf<lopinent support.  .  . 
2.2;·  Changes in the conditions of research and technological development 
In the globalizing economy the cycles oftechnological innovation are shortening. The pressure 
. for competitiveness increases as world trade liberalisation  especially thro.ug.h GATT/ WT0
5 
gains  momei1tum.  Emerging economies  with  lower wage levels  are  competing today  for 
industrial locations with highly industrialized countries. The econc~mic performance of  nations 
· and  their  position  iri.  the  world  ra~kirigs are accordingly  shifting. In particular;  European 
. industry and  advanced services are in  danger oflosing their relative competitiveness, with . 
severe conscqLicnccs  for  employment.  On the  other hand,  new emerging  markets  in  oth~r 
t:egions otTer new opportunities.  ·  · · 
One  resul~ of negotiation  in  these  fora  is  lhe  possibility of granting,  under  defined  c~nditions, 
assistance for  research. activities. ''  .  .  . 
3 [n the first place, there is a new approach to cooperation with other industrialized countries, 
hased on reciprocal access to each other's research efforts. The bilateral agreements so  far 
reached with Australia and Canada create new opportunities for  EU  industry and contrihutc 
to  the strengthening of its R&D base. 
Secondly,  as  science and  technology  is  often  the  motor of the  innovation process,  many 
· countries with growing economies are investing more in S&T.  Thus, centres of excellence 
have developed all around the world.  Although the concentration of relevant RTD centres 
. within the so-called triad is still predominant, there is  a growing tendency towards a wider 
dispersion and decentralisation of S&T infrastructure. 
This  tendency  for  increased  decentralisation  and  the  proliferation  of  information  was 
facilitated by the increased application of information and communication technologies. Much 
of what was possible before only by physical cooperation in organized research centres can 
today  be  achieved  by  information  exchanges  from  different  locations  through  computer · 
networking: The development of the information society advances the possibility of fruitful 
long distance cooperation. 
How to  benefit from  the cooperation with commercial competitors from other regions and 
how to profit for the improvement of the EU employment situation? The crucial question at 
·this moment is for international RTD:  how to find the best balance between cooperation and 
competition? 
2.3..  Global problems of the 21st century 
Some of  the important problems of  global nature which will remain on the agenda for the 21 st 
century  are  environmental  problems
6
,  such  as  global  climate  change,  desertification, 
earthquake damage prevention, air.and water pollution, maintenance of biodiversity,  nuclear 
safeguards and increasing UV radiation, etc. Research on threats to the environment is often 
linked to new industrial approaches. For example, RTD ori clean transport technologies and 
on policies  for  guiding  transport  demands  could  contribute  to  the  enhancement  of the 
competitiveness of  European industry for the growing international markets while at the same 
time improving the global environment. Research cooperation can very often constitute a first 
stepping stone for industrial cooperation. 
The trend towards an increasing global cooperation in S&T is due to the general-necessity to 
share costs, technical and human resources and the risks of major RTD innovations for the 
21st  century.  Areas  of joint  cooperation  in  "mega-sciences"  include  biotechnology, 
astronomy; deep-earth drilling, space, particle-physics and radiation sources. 
Compare the Agenda 21  and other follow-up activities of the UNCED Conference in  Rio which 
include substantial research tasks to which the EC subscribed. 
4 3.  - Objectives, guiding prinCiples _and  goals 
· RTD activities at Community level  ~re undertaken  according to Article_ 130f of  the EC, Treaty 
with the objectives 
* to  strengthen the international competitiveness of the Communities' industry and 
·  * to support other EU policies.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
These quite general goals provide the frame  for the  international cooperation in S&T with 
third countdes. International, cooperation,· if it is to be successful and sustainable and be able 
to bring-wider benefits, must first and foremostbe in the mutual interest of  the RTD partners, 
bringing benefits to them in scientific and technical terms.  - ' 
3.1  Guiding principles 
The  first  principle ·is  that  of  subsidiarity.  The  Community's _international  scientitk 
cooperation policy is not intended to replace that of  the Member States. It must seek to enable 
Europe -to  respond  in  a  coordinated  fashion  to  the -pressure  for  cooperation  from  third 
· countries, or to  the requirements of the  international_-situation, 'on the basis of. cooperation 
between Merriber States. .  . 
The  second principle, is that of  con~istcncywith Community policies. An integral pait of the 
-_  Community's scietitit1c and technical research policy~ inte_rnational scientific cooperation must-
he  ii1  step with the Union's external· policy objectives.  -
:rhe third principle is that of efficiency, so as to avoid dispersi()n of  efforts and the spreading 
.  of financial resources too thinly' and to guarantee the continuity of the measures carried out. 
3.2 - Specific goals 
) 
fn  order· to  apply  these  principles,  the  following  more  specific  purposes  fo_r  international 
scientific cooperation emerge: 
i  -
I. ·  To stretigthen European competitiveness, the scientific and technological knowledge 
base  must profit from  cooperation  with  partners from  foreign  S&T  backgro~nds. _ 
Adni.itting foreign partners into the European model ofRTD cooperation and providing 
for participation of European_ research centres in third country RTD,  facilitates  not  -
. only access to S&T results obtained elsewhere but also admission of  jointly developed 
technologies to  foreign  markets.  New opportunities arise· as S&T consortia prepare 
futu~e  industrial and economic partt1erships.  · · 
2.  The coming period should. strengthen the  Eun>p~an region in  the growing worldwide 
competition and enhance cohesion, not o'nly between the present Members States. The 
EU  intends to assist the associated countries of central Europe and the Baltic region 
to  reach a competitive ievel. In order to foster a wider cohesion in the region, the New 
fndependent States and the Mediterranean neighbours, within and also next to Europe, 
will be  encouraged to  participate with their specific needs  a:nd·· interests-in European 
RTD  activities~  · 
3.  In support of  o~her EU  policies, S&T must con-tribute to solving problems' of a global 
nt1ture  and  meet the· challenges of the next decades.  Joint efforts will make efficient 
5 use  of the human,  tec~ical and financial  resources.  Priority themes of multilateral' 
cooperation  are  derived  from  the  goals  of  achieving  a  worldwide  sustainable 
development,  a deaner and healthier· environment and more equitable  societies  in 
peaceful relations. EmphasiS: is laid on environmental: issues, population growth. health 
problems of a cr:oss-national nature,. clean water supply, a sustainable use of energy 
sources, and transport and communication ( ind'uding the information society). 
4.  Improved access. of developing countries·. to  R&D and its results is  becoming more 
importaat than. ever as  it is re.cognised. as an instrument to  accelerate development. 
Increasingly,. S&T facilities in those countries enable them to carry out research work 
on their own need's;. beneficial to· the stimulation of their economies.  Trained R&D 
personnef can thtilS stay in.fueir own- country while cooperating withEU, institutions. 
In the  tong; nm, cooperative RTD will  strengthen relations. and will lead to a more 
· equitable Ji>3rtnership- whilSt contrib~:~ting to  geo-political stability. 
S&T cooperation thus underpins: other policies ofthe European Union such as external 
relations: (common ·roreign and  security~ common commercial policy;  development 
cooperation policy) and economic cooperation policy with third countries. 
5.  ·  Another  essential'  objective.  of international. RTO cooperation  is  to  provide  the 
international dimension to  the  European RTD communities. Contacts and exchange 
with other scientists is: essential for  the Union's RTD; both. in strategic field's and on 
global issues. It is. important to promote access to groups and associations engaged in 
new .developments,.-thus linking high level RTD. 
To summarize, the specific goals. the EU wiU pursue in international RTD cooperation: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
strengthen European competit·ivencss and dcvefoptechnologies for future markets 
develop partnership in S&T with the neighbours of  the EU 
share responsibility and conduct RTD· on major p-roblems of the 21  century 
·.  promote RTD to  foster sustainable economic growth for d·ev.eloping countries 
share S&T information. and contribute to large scale and frontier science ami 
technology 
6. 
lo  '."· Examples of  R TD activities in  international cooperation: 
- .  -
*  A project with Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC) on earthquake 
-probability investigates the Pannonian region -where  4 first generation soviet nuclear 
powerplants of  the are located.  Research partners from /,  HU,  cz.' RO,  Sf and the .UK 
cooperate in this geological investigation.  ,·  - . 
·  *  In the frame of  the International Science and Technology Centre (JSTC)'·a project is 
_launched -to  make use of  high-temperalure. rocket technology to decompose and 
neutralize supertoxic T~UJterials.  The project provides the opportunity for nearly. 70 · 
former military scientists and engineers to  redirect their skills to new industrial 
explditable tasks. 'Financed in equal parts by the EU,  USA  and Japan,  research 
partners: the Russzan Federation and Germany 
.  .  .  . .  . 
*  Within the AVICENNE initiative,  which is targeted to 'the-12 non-EU Mediterranean 
countries specifically on issues in  water management,  he,alth and renewable resources, . 
a project l$ focused on the  binding of  industrial water pollutants with combinants of 
regional availability to achieve a safe dumping procedures (mdprotect the scarce  . 
water, resources.  Research partners from Cyprus, .  Egypt,  G  R,  and_ UK ar.e  involved. 
*- A ·medical research project with  Venezuela' aims to' develop a be tier thrombosis_ 
medication by analyzing the molecular structure ofthesaliva of  a particular Latin 
American species of  bats.  It  contains a certain protein,  named 'draculine ' which  -
hinders blood coagulation for hours.  Pharmacological partners from NL,  FR and 
Venezuela cooperate on the isolation of  the protein._ 
*  A second follow up project on Computer Integrated Manufacturing {SECIM)  will 
improve the activities of  joint venture companies in China,  which are facing difficulties 
implementing Advanced Techniques.  Partners are European car industries and 
suppliers of  electronic devices,_ Chinese Technical Institutes,· automotive joint-ventures 
as well as textile industries.  -
*  Foliowing two decades of  increased aridity in  the countries of  the Sahel a  research 
project on  the study of  the adaption of  local rzutritious plants to dry circumstances is 
· · conducted,  including the  acclimatization of  foreign (e.g.  beans from Latin Am-erican) 
plants to improve the  nutrition /Jase  in the region.. ReseCfrch partners from. several 
. African countries including the. CERAAS (Regional Center for Studies on the  · -
Improvement of  Adaptiori to Aridity),  Brazil,  BE,  FR  and PT f:OOperate  on the issue. 
'  . 
*  'Under the  European Scientific Fellowship Programme  73  research fellows from the 
Member States will take  up their work in  1996for up to 18 month in Japanese .and 
Korean laboratories.  Most of  the projecis are primarily  ba~ic research but they have a 
strong industrial potential and they are linked to pprticular concerns. 
7 4.  The instruments available 
The  Union  now has  a  number of speci1ic  instruments for scientific cooperation , the most. 
prominent being: activity 2' of  the. framework programme  and the opening-up of the specific 
programmes  as  well  as  a  network  of agreements  with  third  countries  covering  RTD 
cooperation.  However,  it  is. necessary,. in  the light of  experience; to  clarify recourse to  the 
other, very diverse; approaches. to scientific cooperation (see Annex). 
The  Communiey  is  active  in  promoting  RTD  international  cooperation  through  bilateral 
.  agreements with tliird countries: Some of these agreements dealing with overall relations with 
thii:'d· countries. have specific provisions providing for cooperation in RTD; there are also ad'- . 
hoc agreements on RTD· cooperation; These agreements should tend to promote cooperation 
through facilitating reciprocal access to RTD programmes and projects and to  RTD results, 
and: providing for adequate intellectual property rights protection. In addition, the Community 
can  promote,  or  participate in; specific· RTD  programmes involving  several  countries  and 
aimed at dealing with priority· gl'obal  needs. 
A coordinated use of various Community resources for these policy actions will be desirable 
to  this end. 
The PHARE and T ACIS  programmes already  provide support for  projects with important 
science· and  technology  components  which  contribute  to  economic  reconstruction  and 
development. At the same time, the  second action under the 4th framework Programme  is 
available to support the participation ofPHARE countries in Community programmes. There 
is  also  the  possibility  for  PHARE  to·  provide support  for  infrastructure in connection with 
participation  in such  programmes  in  the  context  of additional  protocols  to  the  Europe 
agreements. 
In  addition  to  the  opening  up  of Community  programmes  to  the  Associated  countries  in . 
central  and  eastern  Europe,  the  Union  should  look  favourably  on  requests  from  national 
coordinators  in  the  PHARE  and  T ACJS  beneficiary  countries  to  approve  projects  which 
contribute to  economic reconstruction and development and  which have  significant science 
and  technology  components.  The  objectives  and  procedures  of  MEDA,  the  European 
·Development  Fund,  and  the  Union's  assistance  programmes  for  Asia and  Latin America 
provide for support to  such programmes at  the  request of beneficiary countries within the ·. 
agreed framework for cooperation planning. 
It is also necessary to mobilize the Community's human resources. Some of the Commission 
delegations  in  third  countries  could  reinforce  their  scientific  expertise,  whether  from  the 
permanent staff or recruited locally, to carry out scientific monitoring and provide the Union 
with analyses of research developments abroad. This forward analysis function would make 
· a  contribution both  for  European  research  itself and  for- the  development of international 
cooperation. It should be noted that, with its research personnel. the Union has at its disposal 
genuine expertise which might be redeployed. 5.  Priorities for n proximity policy 
.It  is  \.:sscntial. to develop .cooperation with the  associated Central and Eastern European and 
Baliic  countries  in  order  to  bring  them  closer. to  the  Union  through  gradual  economic 
. integration .. 
Nuclear problems are particularly acute in this region. For institutional reasons, an extension · 
of  scientific  cooperation . in  this  crucial  area,  entailing  increased . financial  resources, . 
.  presupposes  the  availability  of funds  as  a  result  of the  supplementary. financing  for  the·· 
Euratom framework programme to be 9ecidcd upon in  1996.  .  . 
As these countries develop, bilateral agreements may be concluded to involve them in some 
of the Community's specific programmes. 
Scientific  cooperation  should  also  underpin  the  . Union's  Mediterranean  policy 
· (Euro-Mediterranean partnership). Dialogue between the Union, the MemberStates and the 
Mediterranean partner countries should make it possible to identify joint rese.arch objectives 
based  on  problems  common ,to  the  region:  management· of natural  resources  (proble1ns 
concerning  water  resources)~  marine  pollution,  action.· to  combat  desertification,  and 
agriculture, rural development. and. urba11  growth, for example. 
The new MEDA regulation specitkally provides for support to "integrated development of. 
human  resour.ces,  notably  in  education  and  vocational  training,  as  well 'as  impoving  the 
potential for scientific and technological re~earch.  .  .  . 
·6.  _Eight Actions 
.  .  .  -
The Commission presents its thi1i.king  for the different groups of countries more specifically 
in  the  Annex.  The  Council  and  the  European Parliament are  invited  to. comment oh ·the. 
suggestions.  Detailed  papers .concerning specific  areas  of interm1tional· cooperation  have 
Etlready  beei1  submitted or· will be. submitted in future.
7  The outcome of the debate and the 
practical experience of  cooperation which will be acquired during tht; implement;:ttion of the 
current framework ·programmes will  contribute  to  the  preparation of the  fifth  framework 
programme. 
In  the immediate future, the Commission intends to  pursue eight lines of action:  · 
6.1  ·  The research-industry dialogue  .  .  _ 
·Industrial involvement in. international RTD cooperation projects should be increased. 
6.-2  Strengthening the external dimension in  RTD policy 
7 
A  policy  in  favour of providing increased  mutual access to  RTD programmes and 
projects  and  to  RTD  results,  providing  for  adequ~te  intellectual  proilerty ·rights 
protection, ana  paving the way for the launch of RTD  project~ of common interest, 
COM(95)190 ft.nal  "Pr~ts for  coopamtion  in sciemle and teclmotogy with the new independent 
States" and SEC(95)K 14:  StreRgthening development ~earch potential: a priority tor the European 
Uniori.  ·  .  .  ·  · 
9 should be pursued. This -policy can be·carried out through a more systematic inclusion 
of specific RTD provision ·in bilateral cooperation agreements with third countries and 
through specitic agreements on RTD cooperation. 
6.3  Promotion of RTD cooperation in  specific projects 
: TheCommunity sh0uld be active in promoting, or participating in, RTD programmes : _,. 
or projects invotving·third·countries, aimed at dealing with specific needs of  a- global 
· nature, and having an interest to European industry and research centres. 
6.4.  Priorities adapted. to  the needs of the  least advanced countries 
A dialogue between the European Union, the Member States and the least advanced 
countries is proposed 
to  implement  the  Council  declaration  on  the  reinforcement of the  research 
potential in  developing countries ( 1 June  1995), 
to follow-up the objectives of the European initiatives on agricultural research 
for  development. 
6.5  Better communication with third countries 
. The  European  Union  delegations  abroad  should  be  more  concerned  by·  RTD 
developments in  the country in question. In  certain countries delegations should aim 
to strengthen their scientific expertise. 
6.6  .  The use of other European Union funds for RTD  . 
The European Union will use the opportunities offered by PHARE, T ACIS, MEDA, 
the  EDF  and  assistance  programmes  for  Asia  and  Latin  America  to  support  the 
participation  of partners  from  third  countries  in  projects  involving  research  and 
technological development, upon the request of the competent authorities and within 
the objectives, priorities and procedures laid down under these programmes. 
6.7  Anew Mediterranean initiative 
Specific calls for proposals for the Mediterranean .countries could be envisaged. This 
would require additional funds  from  the  revised resources for the fourth  framework 
programme. 
6.8  ·  Support for  the pre-accession phase  for  Central and  Eastern Europe 
I r the supplementary financing for the fourth framework programme is decided upon 
in  1996,  parts could  be  used to  support the  pre-accession phase.  Priority should be 
given  to  making  it  easier  for  partners  from  the  associated  Central  and  Eastern 
European and Baltic countries to participate in specific programmes under the fourth 
framework programme in specific areas. 
Part of the. suppleinentary financing for the Euratom framework programme could be 
used  to  provide financial  support  for  third  country  partners  in  the  field of nuclear 
safety. 
10 ANNEX· 
_INTERNATIONAL  COOPERATION  IN  RTD: 
Tim COMPLEMENTARITY  OF  APPROACHES  AND  THE  P6LICIES  TOWARDS  REGIONS 
I.  Approaches 
In order to achieve the goals laid out in chapter 3.2 a variety of approaches can ,be  taken. · 
Each of which usually serves more than one objective, as individual goals are also sustained 
by  different  approaches.  The  complementarity  of means  and  methods. shapes the  overall 
approach of international RTD cooperation policy~  ·  -
A.  Global approach: Increasing competitiveness through S&T cooperation 
In ord~r  to respond to the liberalisation of markets and to increased global competition; s&T 
cooperation is  an efficient way  to  keep  up  the  pace of technological  and  socio-economic 
advance. Within the EU, the increasing funds for the FPs demonstrated a grqwing appreciation 
· of  the cooperative RTD model  for private and  public  research  institutions.  This European 
· model of  research coopera!ion has been widened by opening selected specific programmes to 
third country partners worldwide. Partners from third countries may participate in individual 
projects according to the rules of participation defined in Council Decision 941763/EC
8
,  in 
particular,  when desir<;tble  for  the  pursuit of the  programme. -Such  participation must not 
undermine  the Community's position  in  respect of negotiations. aiming at an international 
Agree~pent based on princ~ph!s, inter alia, of reciprocity.  -
The new opportunity for collaboration with individual ,S&T partners from third countries does 
not intend to produce effects for specific countries or for a region.  The access allows for 
partners who ~e  able to contribute valuable knowledge to European consqrtia and who seek 
their _  own  advantage  iil  cooperating  with  European ·partners.  In 'contrast to  the  regional 
approach-.described below, this approach is in general not supported by any financial means 
from the FP.  -
- Wider S&T cooperation outside the EU, however, involves the risk of losing control over the 
exploitation of the results. Special attention, therefore, will be paid to the transfer of results 
ana'  the  utilization  of knowledge'  and  intellectual  property  rights
9  resulting  from  the 
participation of third  parties.  In  respect of non-negotiated  participation  (under  the· "open 
Article 8"), the rules set qut in the Model Contract will govern the ownership, transfer _and 
utilisation of  results. International cooperation in RTD must also -not allow the bypass of any 
European noqns, standards or ethical· considerations. Mechanisms_ of  implementation must be 
safeguarded, including the access to research facilities,  to locations or natural resources of _ 
scientific interest: Free movement of scientists· must be gliaranteed. 
g 
9 
.Aitide 2filiftd l  M'Cooncil Oeeis.ion941763!EC.ofll ~  1994, O.J. L306, 30 NOv.  1994 
md article 8 of certain  specific  programme ~- . 
Joint declaration Gf Commission and Coancil COOCl!lf1'lblg io.Ulllectual property rights applicable to 
S +  T cooperation with third countries of 26 July  1992. 
II In order to benefit better from the international dimension, specific programmes should make 
active use of global cooperation. It is,  however,  necessary to  monitor closely the effects of 
cooperation on  the  goals of the·  programme.  If the  global  opening  proves  successful,  the 
opening of further programmes should be envisaged. If not, the approach must be reassessed .. 
The present selection of  specific programmes open for cooperation with third country partners 
worldwide  does  not  follow  from  coherent  policy  .. Some  of these  decision  even  seem 
contradictory  (for  instance,  to  open  the  information  technology  and  the  communication: 
technology 'programmes,  and  to  keep· the  telematics  and. the  industrial  technologies  and, 
materials programmes closed). The opening of programmes should therefore. be revieweQ  in 
the  5th Framework Programme and should follow a coherent deCision-making process. 
13. ·  .  Regional approach:  Means for targeted improvements in S&T 
The regional approach of the EU  international RTD cooperation policy addresses groups. of 
countries and establishes RTD cooperation on targeted issues of particular regional  interest. 
Regions  arc  defined  geographically  and/or  by  economic  indicators  or  by  other  shared 
characteristics. Priorities of mutual interest are identified, together with the representatives of 
the countries in the region concerned. Actions undertaken by  INCO, the programme which 
implements activity 2 of the Framework Programme, concentrate in this context on subjects 
which  are  not  covered  or· not  sufficiently  specified  for  regional  purposes  by  the  other 
programmes of the FP. 
The regional  approach also  provides financial  supp0rt for  partner~ from  third countries  in 
targeted RTD actions as defined under the INCO programme. Funds may also be granted to 
facilitate  participation in joint rcsearch.projects of the other specific programmes. 
Cooperation funds for RTD can operate efficiently if RTD structures of partner countries are 
viable  and  they  are  able  to  make  use  of the  cooperative  R&T  results  for  their  further 
development.  RTD  projects  must  integrate  end-users  of results,  such  as  industries  or 
administrations,  and  take  into  account socio-economic  conditions  when  specific  research 
strategies are envisaged. 
C.  Bilaterat approach:  Shaping particular S&T relations 
The  EU  may  establish  relationships  with  individual  countries  through  the  conclusion  of 
bilateral agreements. There are three kinds of agreements: 
* 
* 
* 
Ill 
general  commercial  and  economic  cooperation agreements,  including  a  section on 
cooperation in S&T,. which aim at facilitating cooperation in  a general sense; 
RTD cooperation agreements facilitating reciprocal access to specific programmes on 
a proJect by  project basis; 
10 
RTD cooperation agreements associating. a third country with full  financial support to 
one, several or all' specific programmes of  a· Framework Programme and providing for 
the corresponding contribution to the Community Itudget. 
11 
Art. 2, para.  1  c (ii), of Council' Decision 941763  EC .of 2l Nov., OCficial  Journal· L306; 30 Nov. 
1994  . 
Art.  2 of the above Decillion. 
1.2' 
'  '· The agreen1ents specify ways ·and means of  cooperatio11 and IntellectuaJ Property Rights (IPR) · 
. rules.  In. particular they  should  cnsur~ ccnnparable access of European RTD participants to 
corresponding  programmes of .\he  third country.  Before  engaging in  new negotiations  tbe 
potential mutual benefit and  impact of an agreement should pe evaluated against-the already 
existing RTD cooperation· possibilities.  . . .  ~  . 
D.  .  The muliilateral approach: Selected S&T participation.  .  .  .  .  . 
Extending -the  frontiers  of scientific  and  techno)ogical  knowledge  requires  increasingly  . 
. centralised facilities or networks which exceed the ability of a single country or region. It is  . 
,·  therefore important for'the EU  to  cooperate at a multilateral .level w!th competent partners 
either on. independent projects,  (for example ITER, HUGO,  HSFP),  to provide a  coherent 
European ¢oordination iii worldwide research efforts, (  e:g. ENRICH}, or within the framework 
·of ititerl1ational_organisations covering a broader--:spectrum (e.g.  with WHO, JAEA). 
.  . 
l'he  Task  forces  on industrial  RTD  co'opcratiOJt hiunched. r~cently, by  the  Co1~1mission 
combine differeti.t  EU  efforts and  concentrate .them· on  specific~  requir~ments of the-future 
society  (clean  car,  vaccine's,  etc  .. } 'rhcse  initiatives  will· haye  to  assess  the  competition 
challenges on a  world· ~calc as  well  as  the  broader market opportunities.  Con-cerning,  for 
example, the development of  the clean car; Japan and lJS have taken similar actions. Contacts · 
. and regular exchangescould be.established with such initiatives. Moreover, such cooperation 
might· he  intensified; with adequate precautions, when of added value for know-:how or for 
kiwwlcdgc or foreign  ni~rkcts.  .  .  . 
Regular exchange of views, at the highestlevel (e.g.Carnegie Group) or within the framework 
of ·international" organisations  (eg.  OECD)  is  of great  importance.  The  Commission~ will · 
stimulate the  coordination of the Member States'  p-osition  within such organisations,  e,g. 
CREST to· coordinate MS ·positions ahead of majo.r  OECD  meeti~gs.  .  · 
E.  C_oherence:and complementarity with. other EU policies 
Instruments of external policies (i.e. PI-IARE; TACIS, MEDA, FED, Asia and Latiri America 
regulations) contribute in the framework of their-respective priorities and procedures to  the 
· •development ofRTD infrastructure (research capacity·building, including huinari capital-and 
. educational inti·astructure) in the· beneficiary countries. RTD.projects assist in the formulation 
arid in the realisation of those policies. Results resorting from  ~;esearch irt malaria vaccines or 
: AIDS  will. have  direct  impact on  the  future  perspectives. of development  policies.  RTD 
projects have also been funded in.cooperat!oti. with· partners from EU Member States. IQ  o~9er 
to ensure optimal impact of tlicse RTD investments, better coordination is needed between the .. 
EU external policies and the research po_licy:  Such a coorditiation- wi II  increase coherence and 
compatibility betweenthese instruments and  the INCO programme in  particular: 
13 
'i  : The European Union will use the opportunities offered by PHARE, T ACIS, MEDA, the EDF 
and assistance programmes for Asia and Latin America to_support the participation of partners 
from third countries in projects involving research and technological development, up to 50  % 
of the cost of the project participation
12
,  upon the request of the competent authorities and 
within the  objectives,  priorities and procedures laid down  under these  programmes.  Some 
associated Central European states have already made such requests as regards the utilisation 
of PHARE funds
13
• 
h1 general, coordination will  be ensured with all <?ther  EU  policies relevant for international 
·RTD cooperation. In ·particular with competition policies, as publicly financed initiatives for 
international RTD  cooperation should not -be  in conflict with the state aid ruleS..of the EC 
Treaty,  EEA,  the· European·  Agreements,  WTO. and  other  agreements, . but  also  with 
agriculture, environmental, energy and other policies. 
Different types of coordination and  complementarity with the other EU policies have been. 
implemented.  Firstly, in the·AVICENNE Initiative-in· which joint research actions were fully 
lil1anced by the Mediterranean funds; secondly, lSTC where the EC contribution is financed 
froni-TACIS; a third type is CERAAS;.in which ajoint research project is supported· through 
the FP-while the related infrastructures and training are funded under the· Lome Convention; 
a fourth- is the ACP-EU Joint initiative, in which the research. poliqr for fislieries  for ACP 
countries has been definedjointly and for which the two sources will be mobilised according 
to·· the situation; a fifth is  the International Agricultural Research support; .funqed, frqm  and·. 
managed  by  the  ALA  regulation  with  scientific  input  from  INCO.  In  all,  cases;  the 
interventions from these funds, targeted to research capacity str~ngthening in. third countries, 
improved the possibility and. the efficiency of S&T cooperation. 
Despite  these  examples,  coordination  still  needs to  be  improved.  To  this end,  appropriate 
interservice  groups  will  be  established.  In  addition,  the  EU  delegations  abroad  will  be 
requested to  be  more concerned by the country's ·dev~lopments in RTD and to play a more 
active role.  · 
F.  Coordination with Member States and other European Cooperation Fora 
Following the recent Coriunmtication "Research and Technological Development: .Achieving 
Coordination  through. Cooperation" 
1
\  -more  emphasis has  to  be  laid.  on  fully  exploiting 
European potential ,,through· a  niore profound coordination with the Member States arid their  - .  . 
international undertakingsrThe exchange of views between· the Commission-and the Member 
States  will  therefore  have  to·  i'ntehsify,  making  use,  as  fora  of both  CREST  for  general. 
questions and  more specifically the !NCO commit_tec. 
Thematic or issue related,' coordination actions will be undertaken connecting national 
13 
In  contom1ity  with the general principles of the 4ih  Framework  Programme. 
See conclusions of the presidency on: the meeting of EU Research  Ministers with the Research 
Ministers of the· associated: Central European and, Baltic. States on 9th June  1995 
COM  (94)· 438 
14 ·ini~iatives and institutions with EU activities in order 'to  synchronize objectives, complement 
the acquired know-how atld -better  utilise the invested funds.  Two of this new action types 
across  differe1_1t regions have  already  been 'launched:  Agricultural  research  for  developing 
oountries and the Euro-Mediterranean Scientific Area.·  ·  ·  ·  · 
As a step towards improving the .instrument of coordination, the Commission will prepare  ~;n .. 
· inventory on the international S&:T cooperation policies of  the: individual Member States and 
the associated· co'untries. 
G.  Mo~itoring and evaluation 
Finally, it willbe necessary to monitor and evaluate the instruments used  across·tl~e differe11t 
regionsand across t11e  approache~ applied so·as to asse~sthe.,added value of  international RTD 
·  cooperation
1 :~~.  Special attention will  be  give~ to  effeets· on· the competitiveness of European. 
industry. Issues to be monitored as particular RTD conditions are the internationaldyriamics  . 
. of trade m1tf industry.  The international-technology observator-y of the-JRC/IPTS _in  Sevilla 
· ·will  support this initiative.  ·  · 
RTD coor)cration evolve·s dynamically:. A coui1try hy country  ~;eview will be undertaken using · 
indicators to distinguish between countri~s which should benefit from Community's financial 
support to· cooperation  partners and  those  which  sh6uld  rdy. on  their  own resources.  This 
. distinction  is  particularly  relevant  to  the  dynamic  evolutiori  of the.  cme!ging  economics' 
. countries. 
It  ·  The Union's perspectives for S&T _cooperation with its partners 
__ ,  .,;;.  ltt the following sections, groups of countries are  presented  separately, with.,regafd to .the · 
specific, policy  interest  of the  EU,  the  objectives  or  guiding 'principles  pursued  a11d.the  . 
. approaches used..  ·  ' 
·The approach by geographic or economic regions is in line witl;l the Union's external relations 
·policy  ..  It encourages  neighbouring  third·  countries to  cooperate in  networks  and  ..  obtain 
·economic added value from their neighbours in the same way as the MemjJer States do from. 
the  Intra-Community. RTD  cooperation. It emphasises  the . Union's  modet' _of  regional 
·  integration  and ·emibles partners Jrom a comii1on  background  to  benefit  from  t11e. Union's 
experience or a· pro!itablc and peaceful  regionaL cooperation.  In .this· sense a mutual  benefit 
for  b<1ti1  the EU  and its third countrypartncrs,  i~ the cBSence.of<i dynamic RTD cooperation 
_~ierspective.  · 
A.  Eliropc· and her neighbours 
The coimtri(;!s  nc,ghbourit1g  the Union are of particular significance since -they  share. many 
problems and interests with the. Union. With SOJi1e.ot' them, RTD' cooperation is a'lrcady at an 
·advanced stage since Western European non-member countries traditionally maintained strong· 
S&T  cooperation  links  with  the  EU.  Iceland,  Liechtenstein  and .Norway  are  now. fully 
associated with the 4th FP through the  Agreelllent ori the European Economic Area. (EEA.) . 
.  1~  .  Elements arc already included in  the "European Rc1jort  on S&T Indicators", Luxembourg l99~. 
15 The eventual relationship of Switzerland with the Framework Programme will depend upon 
the outcome of negotiations underway.
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COST,  as  a  traditional  instrument of research  coordination with the  Member  States  and 
European neighbours on  issues,  themes or disciplines  not covered  by  the FP,  has grown 
extensively.  Consideration  should  be.  given  to  enha_ncing  the  complemel)tarity  ~ith the  · 
Community  programmes,  in  particular  the  concerted  actions,  on  a  pragmatic  basis.  An 
assessment of COST's achievements and a more targeted definition of its role in the overall 
coordination effort are on the way. 
Coordination  with other existing. RDT cooperation fora in Europe  will .be  continued and 
streti'gthe1ied. This concerns EUREKA, in particular for industrial RTD cooperation, and,  ot~er 
fora dealing~-with specific RTD activities (CERN, .EMBL, ESO and  .. ESA, etc.). Furthen;nore, 
·it  relates to collaborating with ESF in  activiti~s such as the organization of.European RT_D 
c·onferences. 
·,  The EU has a particular. interest In cooperating with its closest neighbours. Three groups pf 
· countries are of.particular interest: central Europeand the Baltic states, the New Independent 
States of the former Soviet.,Uilion, ·and the· Mediterranean 'Partner Countries  ... 
A: 1.  Central Europe and ,the Baltic states. 
The broad objective of RTD cooperation with most of  the Central European and the Baltic 
~ountries is to support their etiorts and assist them to prepare for possible EU membership. 
Major efforts have  been  made to  consolidate the .return to  democracy,  the transition to  a 
market economy and the achievement of a peaceful, stable and open society, although with 
differing rates of  success. Some countries have returned to positive growth rates and optimistic 
perspectives for the future development while others ·still suffer from structural deficiencies. 
ln a bilateral approach, the EU has concluded association treaties, the additional protocols of. 
which contain the oper1i'ng of  the specific programmes.  The EU's interest _is  to support their 
progressive  integration  into  the  European  RTD  community and  the  attainment  of full 
competitiveness. Joint RTD cooperation projects will aim to increase the efficiency and the 
speed of modernisation in the industrial sector.  Improved environmentalprotection and  tJ1e 
upgrading ·of production·  technologies  to  European  ecological ,standards  is  part  of the 
·modernisation as these were often neglected. under the previous regimes. Special relay Gentres 
wilbbe created to promote industrial innovation by. means ofRTD and to facilitate te~hnology 
transfer and the general uti I  isation of research. These centres will also diffuse .information on 
Community activity. 
A  key element in achieving these goals is the opening of aU  specific  prog~~inm~~ of the FP 
. on a  project~by-project basis for 'European third country' partners. Such partiGipation could 
· be  facilitated by mobilizing funds of  certain other EU policies  .  .fn addition,for targeted.goals, 
.RTD  activities  are  foreseen  under  -the  INCO  programme.  Priority  areas  relate  to  the 
information  and communication technologies,  environment,  health, .energy,  transport,  and 
industry-oriented-RTD. They will be more closely defined in consultation with the authorities 
of the countries.  · 
16  Switzerland  is  already fully associated with the  fusion  research  activities {EURATOM) 
16 · [n view of the 'potential environmental and health threats posed by nuclear power plants and 
in nuclear safeguards in Central Europe and the NIS, the specific RTD programme on' nuClear 
safety under the Euratom Treaty provides for cooperation with these countries. Paradq~ically, 
however, this programme does not foresee funqs for supporting the participation of partners 
outside the Eu: which  is  essential  in. view of the 'financial problems 'in Centra:!  and Easte-rn · 
Europe'an countries. As the INCO programme within the 4th FP is  based on the EC  Treaty~-
·  financial  support of RTD cooperation in  the nuclear domain is.not permitted.  Funds should. 
therefore. be  made avaiiable for this purpose under the  supple~ent of the ·Euratom FP 'to be, · 
decided in  I  tJtJ6.  · 
·li1  a longer pers·pective the development o(thcse .countries should evolve in such a way that . 
the regional approach applied at present, will be complemented and gradually replaced by a 
bilateral approach in the form of S&T association  agreement~. This last step in preparation 
for  EU inembership presupposes a corresponding financial contribution to  the EU  research 
--budget' 
Further elements of cooperation arc the geriera:i  policy dialogue and means of coordination; -
to· encourage, national  gover;1ments  to give  due  priority  to  RTD  and  provjde  support  for· 
participation in the Community's specific RTD programmes. Regular meetingsbetween the 
reseal·ch ministers of the EU and-of the associated Ce1itral European  c~imtries and the Baltic 
States, which are held in the perspective of  adhesion, will strengthen the working relationship, 
as will  ministers responsible for sectors with significant'  research requirements.  · 
·  A.2.  New Independent States 
.  .  .  -
Future steps com::erning  the  cooperation with  the, NJS  have been presented recently in the 
'Communication  from  the  Commission  to  the  Council and  to  the  European  ~arliament 
"Prospects  for Cooperation in Science and  Technology with 'the New :Independent States 
(NIS)".
17  'The pommunication covers RTD with both theEuropean and the  non-European 
NIS.  ·  .  .  '  .  .  ,, . 
The Russian Federation (RF) represents the greatest challenge with its huge· economic and 
social but·also military and scientific potential. Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, the Caucasian and 
Central- Asian Republics _also .pffer .important_ cooperation possibilities of mutual benefit in · 
speci tic  tields.  After six  years of cconoini_c  decline  in  the  NIS, access· to  European trade,  · 
investment and  technology,  is  a  priority  for  all,  the  RF  having the  main 'impact on future 
options in  the_.rcgion.  - -- , 
The RTD sect~r as a long-term pacemaker for (jevelopment J1lUSt  be encouraged to re-emc1:ge  , 
_  in  a more ·efficiei1t str.ucture and more speedily than the transformation process has allowed 
until now. Safeguarding the highly qualified RTQ potential 'is therefore an important part of 
the RTD cooperation policy.  Cooperation with the NIS in S&T will be oriented to cultivate 
the industrial prospects-for technological· developments and to· identify cooperation partners 
17  .  '  COM (95)  190  final,  16  May  1995. 
17 for the newly emerging markets, to  encourage sustainable development and overcome· outdated 
struCtures while stimulating a reorientation of scientists towards research on new public and  . 
private needs. 
All  NIS  are  covered  by  INCO's  regional  approach  with  pnonty  areas  in  information 
technology, environmental protection and health to be further defined in a policy dialogue. 
The European NIS, in addition, may participate on a project-by-project basis in all EU RTD 
programmes,  while  some.  programmes  are  also  open  to  non-European  NIS  partners.  The 
Partnership  and  Cooperation agreements,  signed  with  some  NIS,  include  a  bilateral  RTD 
component. 
After the  first  phase  g~ving support to  a wide  range  of researchers  in  relatively small  and 
academic  projects.  funds  wiH  be  focused  on  a  smaller  number  of projects  promoting 
application  and stabilising the more  relevant  parts of the  RTD potential  in  the  NIS.  To 
improve  project quality  and  application,  more  support  measures  are  envisaged, .including  . 
improved· information and partner-finding systems. INTAS, a pilot project in. the form of a 
private  association  established  for  specific  cooperation  with  the  NIS,  primarily· in  basic 
science,  has funded a large number of small projects. The concept of INT  AS  is, at present, 
under revision as it has failed to attract substantial fundingJrom its members on an individual 
basis as originally foreseen, except the Community. 
Two .iten1s deserve particular attention: the conversion of the huge military potential· towards 
peaceful goals and the solution of environmental problems, particularly in the nuclear field. 
The tirst subject is being tackled with considerable suc.cess by the International Science and 
Technology Centre (ISTC) in  collaboration with Japan;  the US,  Russia and other countries 
concerned.  Regarding the  second subject,  attention will  be paid  to  the  environmental and 
medical consequences of  major radioactive releases such as Chemobyl and Mayak. As for the 
Central European countries, funds must be mobilized for cooperative Rffi research on nuclear 
safety under the Euratom Framework Programme. 
A.J.  The Mediterranean Partner-Countries 
A  high-level  policy  dialogue  between· the  EU,  its  Member  States  and  the  Mediterranean 
Partner Countries (MPC) is, the precondition to successfully promoting and encouraging RTD, 
with the aim of establishing a Euro-Mediterranean Scientific and Technological Area.  This 
task is  being given particular attention since the colloquium "l'Europe de  Ia Recherche et Ia 
Mediterranee" held in Sophia-Antipolis in March 1995, and it will be pursued in the context 
of the conference of EU-Member States and the MPC in Barcelona in  November 1995. The 
intensified  dialogue  should  lead  to  a joint definition of mutually  relevant  objectives  and 
priorities, They can. at a later stage, be reviewed and evaluated against the achievements. In 
the short and medium term, some specific measures are envisaged. 
ROT cooperation with the MPC aims predominantly at CiOntributing  to  the improvement of 
living  standards.  ln  order to  stimulate  a  better  basis  for  a  sustainable  development,  the 
intended Euro-Mediterranean Scientific and Technological Area should promote free exchange 
of  scientific information, materials and persons, and create Euro-Mediterranean RTD networks 
in order to ensure a full  participation in the development of  a Global Information Society. To 
· strengthen the regional RTD capacities in particular, support will be also given to south-south 
cooperation and integration. 
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'  .... R~sults f~om the dialogue should focus on  important regional, i.e.  ~o~mon  mediterranean, 
problcrns.  Ma!_1y  issues. arc  related_  to  resource  water. management,  such  as  sea pollution, . 
dcsertitication  ai1d  agriculture;  the  management  of coastal  zones,  and  rural  and· urbari 
'developrrient, in particular in  areas of water shortage>Other issues are related to population  . 
and health care. .  . .  '  . 
Currei1tly  only Cyprus,· Malta and Turkey can  participate in all. specific programmes of the · 
FPs  on  a. project-by-project  basis: Israel  sho.uld. soon  on  the  basis  of a· bilateral  RTD 
association· agreement, be able to participate in all  non-nuclear activities of the 4th FP.  For 
th~_other MPCs several specific programmes are open on a project-:by-project basis  . 
. Furthermore~ these  countries will  be  targeted by  specific  r~gi~nal· activities,  both in RTD 
· cooperation, in particular within INCO, and in RTD capacity building. For the  latter~ close 
cooperation of MEDA should be sought to enable MPCs to cooperate with EU institutions in 
· a genuine partnership. A bilateral approach may be considered when and if in the interest of · 
the Elhind the MPC concerned.  · ·  · 
B.  Highly industrialized countries 
An impprtant feature of  countries such as the USA, ·Japan, Canada and Australia is that they 
are  both  partner~ and commercial competitors of the Union.  The objectives. of cooperation 
with them·are twofold:  first,  to  maintain and develop access  to  RTD  know-how-in these 
countries in order to improve the performance ofCommunjty RTD and the competitiveness . 
of Ei1ropean  economies  and,  second,  to  develop  the  RTD  contribution  to  world-wide 
challenges· such  as  global  climatic· change,  desertification,  earthquake  damage  pr~vention, 
nuClear  safeguards,  public health,  population growth and  scientific literacy, and to  projects 
such as conholled therm6i1liclear fusion or human gen01ile research and to the  recent global 
.  information society initiative iri. the 07 framework. In no ca$e is a transfer of  funds envisaged. 
Given the wide range of potential areas for RTD cooperation,-it  will be necessary to enhance 
the  dialogue  on  RTD  policy and to  identify the subject-matter for  balanced and  selective 
cooperation, taking into account the various EC policies and Member States' relations with  . 
· these coqntries. 
Where  mutual  interest  is  identified,  cooperation  agreements  with. third  countries  may  be 
negotiated in the  frame of the  bilateral apjmmch.  Agreements of this  nature are already  in 
.  place with Australia and Canada. In such agreements, Community interests are strengthened · 
by · ensuri11g  comparable  access  to  research  programmes  of the_  thi~d country  concerned. 
Reciprocal:  access,  ·indeed,  be  a  key . element_ in  any  cooperation· agreement  with  these 
countrieS.  Cornmunities interest are safeguarded by ensuring that the results and the IPR of· 
· all the collaborating participants are both respected and exploited in accordance to C9mmunity 
~~  .  .  .  .  .  . 
Parti<.:ipatil)n  in  specific  programmes,  opened  on  the  basis ot gltlhal  app~oach, should  be 
appr~wed when arid  as  far  as  they contribute to  better achievemcn,t of the objectives of the 
· spe~ilic programme in question.  · 
19 Unilateral access shoi.dd not weaken the overall negotiating position of the Community vi·s-u-
vis third countries with which it  may wish to conclude cooperation agreements, particularly 
concerning comparable and effective access to third countries' research programmes of  interest 
to  the  European  Union.  In  both  these  modali~ies of third  country  participation,:  wider 
Community interests must be considered in a coherent approach for aU specific programmes. 
Other means for stepping up cooperation with these countries. arc joint. studies and projects 
and  reciprocal access to scientificdnstallations. Maintaining and expanding the RTD policy 
dialogue with these countries. is essentiaL  · 
·C.  Developing countries . 
. Developing countries (DCs} vary greatly in terms oflevel of  development, resources,and RTD  , · 
potential; they suffer numerous development,constraints; some of which are common and 
.,  specific to the physical and:  biological characteristics·oftropical environments. Many. of these 
·- -countries need( a more effective RTD base which may contribute to· lifting these :constraints.  ·' 
Cooperation with the group of DCs and emerging economies has· for a long time formed a 
"Substantial-part of EU external relations priorities (Lome Convention, Asia-Latin America 
.  regulations}.  [n many ofthese countries the  EU as well  as  the Member States have long-
,  ... ·established traditions of  collaboration on economic and cultural issues, training and R'f.D as  ..  · 
.witnessed by the recently agreed increase in the European Development Fund for the next 5 
years. 
The  obJective. of RTD  cooperation,  therefore,  is  to  associate  these  countries  with  the 
generation  of knowledge  and ·innovative  technologies  relevant  for  solving  their  specific 
problems and  lo  reach  a  sustainable economic ·development.  Moreover,  such  cooperation· 
facilitates the exchange of know-how and technology with these countries where a large part 
of the world's population lives and which- constitute such an important potential market. In 
this way RTD cooperation is important for the economic mid- to long-term development for 
those. countries and thus for. European industry as potential commercial partners. 
Environmental RTD, natural resources, sustainable agriculture and health constitute the main. 
current priorities, although the possibilities for cooperation in other themes,relevant to basic 
· economic  and  social  developments  and  if  in  the -EU's  interest,  are  also  ensured.  For 
developing  countries,  RTD  on these  themes  is  central,  and the  level  of research  already 
established in  many of them ensures that they can benefit from cooperation with EU teams. 
Further benefits in  terms of general stimulation to  the often isolated academic and research 
communities are also expected.  For its  part,  EU  scientists can benefit through cooperation 
which gives access to,  for example, new physical, biological and social environments. 
To attain the objectives, several approaches are being pursued. First, in the regional approach,' 
!NCO  concentrates  on  a  lini.ited  number  of selected  research  themes  in  order  to  avoid 
dispersion of etJort relative to  the resources available.  Second, under the  global approach, 
certain specific programmes are and will be open to participation by developing countries on 
a  project-by-project basis.  Third,  in  the frame of cooperation activities under EU external 
policies,  RTD-related  activities  can  be  undertaken  with  financial  support from the  Lome 
Convention and Asia and Latin America  regulations. 
20 'l'hc  EU  will  need  a common  approach  which  ensures overall  coherence  on the  basis of 
C(~mplcm~ntarity and synergy. Priorities oi1 the basis ofthe regional stnictures or geographical 
· areas will. be sought through political and technical dialogue with DCs. A specific action has 
been initiated by a Co).lncil Decision on enhancing Development-Oriented Research Potentia:l
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-D.  Emerging economies- NICs 
After the experience of the debts crisis in the  1989's several developing countries in Latin 
America and Asia reformed their econoin{c policy successfully. As a result, a new inflow of 
private capital, partially replacing public loans, led to profita,ble investments and spectacular 
growth . rates.  This  development  was. -parallelled  by  the  already  longer-lasting  active 
government policies of, for example, the "Four Tigers": Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and 
South Korea. More countries are moving towards the .status of  Newly Industrialised Countries 
(NIC)  .. They have become a target for foreign investmen_t from _industrialised countries and 
a  meeting  place  for  global  competitors (  e.g  ..  China,  India,  Brazil  etc.).  Strongly  export~ 
orient~d, these coun'tries.enter the markets of industrialised countries as well as of  other NICs 
or DCs.  .  · 
In  spite  of their. economic  success,  significant· parts  of their  societies ··still  share  general_ 
development deficiencies. RTD operations sometimes lack refineti1entor environrpental and 
health reqt.1irement,  while, on the other hat1d,  they have proved _able  to ieapfrog traditional 
- .  /  - . 
steps in technological development. Thus, emerging econoinies, appear. as partners for RTD 
cooperation under two different  aspects~ Objectives for EU cooperation with these-countries 
therefore refer, on the one hand, to  those· valid_ for developing countries and,  on the other 
hand, to 'the acquisition of knowledg~  relevant fo·r  an improved produ~tion of environmental 
and socially sustainable' technologies. To increase also European competitiveness, cooperative 
kTD will  focus on emerging markets.  ·  .  · 
The different approaches whicli the EU is alTering arc able to comply with these contrasting 
requirements. As with developing countries, participation is opei1  to the actions described in 
_ the previous chapter. A special line of themes in_INCO is aimed particularly at the emerging 
ec~momics, con'sisting or  inf"ormation ~•lnd  COI111Tillllicati(ms  technologi(,!S .(including  Global 
Information ·Society),  non-nuclear  energy,  bi~techriology,  ai1d  materials  and  production 
technologies.  These themes should  be  given--greater  prominence  in  the  future.  The global 
. approach, in addition, opens the opportunity to cooperate in EU RTD consortia on_a project-
by-project  basis  ii1  _programmes  which  arc  open  for  international. participation.  The 
devdopment of some. of these  countries  may_ evolve,  in  ·sL1ch  a  w;ty  tktt  it  might  become 
interesting to.conelude bilateral RTD agreements providing for  projc~t-by-project pai'licipation 
on a  reciprocal  ~asis.  . 
It will  be  necessary ·tci  provide ·Ettropean sciet1tists  with the  means of seizing cooperation 
. opportunities, particularly through greater mobility and access to research and technological' ... 
environments,  and  in  this  way  to  spearhead the pursuit of market openings,  so· providing 
complementarity of the public and private sectors.  ·· · 
1 x Development  C~uncil of I June  1995, i1nd  Commission  Seryiccs  Working Paper SEC  (95) 814. 
21 E.  International organizations and intergovernmental associations 
Over the  last decades,  Western Europe has developed several international ventures, besides 
the EU RTD activities, to  pursue RTD goals beyond the reach of individual countries.  The 
same has happened at world level through international organizations, particularly in OECD, 
the  UN  family  and  through  large-scale  megascience  activities.  At  global  level,  the  EU 
·participates in ventures created· to  construct and operate large R TD installations or research  :~  , 
networks.· 
Examples are ITER, for the design of the next experimental tokamak fusion reactor; HFSP, 
for the support of  international research networks in molecular biology and the neurosciences; 
and  Post-Chernobyl  Research ·Actions and  ISTC,.  for  the conversion to civilian,activity of 
military  scientists  in Russia  and  some  other  NIS.  Another  example  is· IMS,  aiming  at 
establishing an  initiative for  industrial collaborative. RTD in advanced manufacturing. When 
relevant,  the  Community  will' take  initiatives  to  launch  new research ventures requiring a 
worldwide effort. 
An active dialogue is carried ·out at world level with international organizations .involved in  .1 
RTD,  such as  the OECD on ·science policy,  WHO  on·health, ITU on telecommunications, 
UNESCO on scientific information, IAEA on nuclear-related research and the World Bank 
on RTD infrastructure or within the G-7 framework (e.g. Carnegie Group). ABBREVIATIONS 
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